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I. Introduction
A. The Genesis of Medical Marijuana in Michigan
Love it or hate it, growing and using marijuana for certain medicinal purposes is protected
activity in Michigan. Michigan citizens voted to enact the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act
(MMA), MCL 333.26421-26430, and the MMA became effective on December 4, 2008.
Currently, Michigan stands with numerous other states in the nation and Washington, D.C.
that permit the use of medical marijuana with other states regularly having measures pending to
legalize medical marijuana.

In sum, the MMA protects qualified patients and caregivers (those who grow marijuana for 
patients) from adverse action—such as prosecution—for using medical marijuana in 
compliance with the Act. The MMA also provides a registration process for people to grow 
marijuana and to become “caregivers” by providing marijuana to qualified registered patients. 
Newly enacted legislation will further expand the possibilities for marijuana businesses. 

The MMA has received widespread criticism for its perceived ambiguities, incompleteness, 
and other lack of clarity. Appellate decisions on a wide array of MMA-related topics are 
released by our courts regularly, and many have not been favorable to the proponents of 
medical marijuana. Significant revisions to the MMA have been proposed and some have 
been passed by the legislature. 

It is worth noting that a statement on the website of the Michigan Department of Licensing 
and Regulatory Affairs warns that “[t]he Act neither protects marihuana plants from seizure nor 
individuals from prosecution if the federal government chooses to take action against 
patients or caregivers under the federal Controlled Substances Act.” Accordingly, the 
“protections” of the MMA grow murkier every day, especially with the federal government 
injecting itself into various aspects of state citizens’ production, sales, and use of medical 
marijuana. 

These materials aim to provide an overview of the MMA and to comment on relevant areas. 

B. The Main Dictates of the Act
A few of the MMA’s primary descriptions, protections, and prohibitions are outlined here.
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1. Who qualifies to use medical marijuana? 
As explained, qualifying patients (and caregivers) are protected when they engage in the 
medical use of marijuana. MCL 333.26424(a). Regarding qualifying patients, the MMA 
states the following: 

A qualifying patient who has been issued and possesses a registry identification 
card shall not be subject to arrest, prosecution, or penalty in any manner, or 
denied any right or privilege, including but not limited to civil penalty or 
disciplinary action by a business or occupational or professional licensing 
board or bureau, for the medical use of marihuana in accordance with this act, 
provided that the qualifying patient possesses an amount of marihuana that 
does not exceed 2.5 ounces of usable marihuana, and, if the qualifying patient 
has not specified that a primary caregiver will be allowed under state law to 
cultivate marihuana for the qualifying patient, 12 marihuana plants kept in an 
enclosed, locked facility. Any incidental amount of seeds, stalks, and unusable 
roots shall also be allowed under state law and shall not be included in this 
amount. The privilege from arrest under this subsection applies only if the 
qualifying patient presents both his or her registry identification card and a 
valid driver license or government-issued identification card that bears a 
photographic image of the qualifying patient. [Id.] 

2. What qualifies a person to use medical marijuana? 
Debilitating medical conditions are defined as follows: 

(b) “Debilitating medical condition” means 1 or more of the following: 

(1) Cancer, glaucoma, positive status for human immunodeficiency virus, 
acquired immune deficiency syndrome, hepatitis C, amyotrophic lateral 
sclerosis, Crohn’s disease, agitation of Alzheimer’s disease, nail patella, or the 
treatment of these conditions. 

(2) A chronic or debilitating disease or medical condition or its treatment that 
produces 1 or more of the following: cachexia or wasting syndrome; severe 
and chronic pain; severe nausea; seizures, including but not limited to those 
characteristic of epilepsy; or severe and persistent muscle spasms, including but 
not limited to those characteristic of multiple sclerosis. 

(3) Any other medical condition or its treatment approved by the department, as 
provided for in section 6(k). [MCL 333.26423.] 

For the first time since the MMA’s enactment, the department has approved an additional 
condition – post-traumatic stress disorder. 
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3. What is “medical use”? 
The MMA defines “medical use” as “the acquisition, possession, cultivation, manufacture, 
use, internal possession, delivery, transfer, or transportation of marihuana or paraphernalia 
relating to the administration of marihuana to treat or alleviate a registered qualifying 
patient’s debilitating medical condition or symptoms associated with the debilitating medical 
condition.” Id. at (f). 

Accordingly, when registered qualifying patients acquire marijuana, they are engaging in the 
“medical use” of marijuana and receive the protections embodied in the MMA. This 
protection means that the qualifying patients cannot be arrested, prosecuted, or otherwise 
penalized. MCL 333.26424(a). 

4. What is a “caregiver”? 
A “primary caregiver” or “caregiver” means: 

a person who is at least 21 years old and who has agreed to assist with a 
patient’s medical use of marihuana and who has not been convicted of any 
felony within the past 10 years and has never been convicted of a felony 
involving illegal drugs or a felony that is an assaultive crime as defined in 
section 9a of chapter X of the code of criminal procedure, 1927 PA 175, MCL 
770.9a. [MCL 333.26423(h).] 

A caregiver “assisting a qualifying patient to whom he or she is connected through the 
department’s registration process” may not be penalized for doing so. MCL 333.26424(b). 

A caregiver “may assist no more than 5 qualifying patients.” MCL 333.26426(d). Limits on the 
caregiver’s possession of medical marijuana are as follows: 

(1) 2.5 ounces of usable marihuana for each qualifying patient to whom he or 
she is connected through the department’s registration process; and 

(2) for each registered qualifying patient who has specified that the primary 
caregiver will be allowed under state law to cultivate marihuana for the 
qualifying patient, 12 marihuana plants kept in an enclosed, locked facility; and 

(3) any incidental amount of seeds, stalks, and unusable roots. [MCL 
333.26424(4)(b).] 

5. Are there restrictions on the medical use of marijuana? 
Yes. MCL 333.26427 excludes protection of an individual who engages in any of the 
following five actions: 

(b) This act shall not permit any person to do any of the following: 

(1) Undertake any task under the influence of marihuana, when doing so 
would constitute negligence or professional malpractice. 

(2) Possess marihuana, or otherwise engage in the medical use of 
marihuana: 

(A) in a school bus; 

(B) on the grounds of any preschool or primary or secondary 
school; or 
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(C) in any correctional facility. 
(3) Smoke marihuana: 

(A) on any form of public transportation; or 

(B) in any public place. 

(4) Operate, navigate, or be in actual physical control of any motor 
vehicle, aircraft, or motorboat while under the influence of marihuana. 

(5) Use marihuana if that person does not have a serious or debilitating 
medical condition. 

6. What is an “enclosed, locked facility”? 
As indicated, the MMA requires both patients and caregivers to keep marijuana plants (not 
product) in an “enclosed, locked facility.” The MMA defines an “enclosed, locked facility” as: 

a closet, room, or other comparable, stationary, and fully enclosed area 
equipped with secured locks or other functioning security devices that permit 
access only by a registered primary caregiver or registered qualifying patient. 
Marihuana plants grown outdoors are considered to be in an enclosed, locked 
facility if they are not visible to the unaided eye from an adjacent property 
when viewed by an individual at ground level or from a permanent structure 
and are grown within a stationary structure that is enclosed on all sides, 
except for the base, by chain-link fencing, wooden slats, or a similar material 
that prevents access by the general public and that is anchored, attached, or 
affixed to the ground; located on land that is owned, leased, or rented by 
either the registered qualifying patient or a person designated through the 
departmental registration process as the primary caregiver for the registered 
qualifying patient or patients for whom the marihuana plants are grown; and 
equipped with functioning locks or other security devices that restrict access to 
only the registered qualifying patient or the registered primary caregiver who 
owns, leases, or rents the property on which the structure is located. 
Enclosed, locked facility includes a motor vehicle if both of the following 
conditions are met: 

(1) The vehicle is being used temporarily to transport living marihuana plants 
from 1 location to another with the intent to permanently retain those plants at 
the second location. 

(2) An individual is not inside the vehicle unless he or she is either the 
registered qualifying patient to whom the living marihuana plants belong or the 
individual designated through the departmental registration process as the 
primary caregiver for the registered qualifying patient. [MCL 333.26423(d).] 

7. Is a patient’s job protected? 
The Act absolves employers from having to permit the use or ingestion of medical marijuana 
“in any workplace.” Nor must an employer permit an employee to work “while under the 
influence of marihuana.” MCL 333.26427(c)(2). 
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8. What about the patient’s children? 
The MMA provides the following provision: 

A person shall not be denied custody or visitation of a minor for acting in 
accordance with this act, unless the person’s behavior is such that it creates an 
unreasonable danger to the minor that can be clearly articulated and 
substantiated. [MCL 333.26424(c).] 

9. What is a “bona fide physician-patient relationship? 
Changes to the MMA defined the phrase “bona fide physician-patient relationship.” The MMA 
defines this relationship as a: 

treatment or counseling relationship between a physician and patient in which all 
of the following are present: 

(1) The physician has reviewed the patient’s relevant medical records and 
completed a full assessment of the patient’s medical history and current 
medical condition, including a relevant, in-person, medical evaluation of the 
patient. 

(2) The physician has created and maintained records of the patient’s 
condition in accord with medically accepted standards. 

(3) The physician has a reasonable expectation that he or she will provide 
follow-up care to the patient to monitor the efficacy of the use of medical 
marihuana as a treatment of the patient’s debilitating medical condition. 

(4) If the patient has given permission, the physician has notified the patient’s 
primary care physician of the patient’s debilitating medical condition and 
certification for the use of medical marihuana to treat that condition. [MCL 
333.26423(a).] 

II. Fallout of the MMA 
Despite its protections, the use of medical marijuana has far-reaching consequences and the list 
of those consequences seems to expand regularly. A sampling of these issues follows. 

A. Federal prosecution 
The MMA’s protection of medical marijuana use directly conflicts with – and does not 
supersede – federal law. Federal law classifies marijuana as a Schedule 1 substance and 
renders marijuana-related activity, including possession and manufacture, illegal. See 21 
USC 812(c), 823(f), and 844(a). 
An interesting note: While the government classifies marijuana as a Schedule 1 controlled 
substance with no medical benefit, it also holds a patent touting the medical benefit of 
cannabinoids. The United States government through the Department of Health and Human 
Services holds a patent on cannabinoids. (Patent No. 6,630,507, issued on October 7, 2003.) 
The patent abstract indicates that cannabinoids are “useful in the treatment of and prophylaxis 
of [a] wide variety of oxidation associated diseases, such as ischemic, age-related, inflammatory 
and autoimmune diseases.” Cannabinoids are found to be helpful in limiting neurological 
damage following a stroke or from Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. 
Media outlets release news of raids, confiscations, and arrests regularly. Many of these “take 
downs” are conducted by surprise and in a manner more befitting to nabbing members of a 
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drug cartel. See, e.g., The Morning Sun, “Police raid medical marijuana growing 
operation,” September 15, 2011; Opposing Views, “Feds raid medical marijuana facilities in 
Spokane, Washington,” April 29, 2011; Cannabis Fantastic, “Washington vet shoved to the 
ground in swat raid over two small plants,” October 28, 2010. 

B. Housing
On September 15, 2011, Michigan Attorney General Bill Schuette issued an opinion
concluding that nothing in the MMA requires landlords to permit the cultivation or use of
medical marijuana. In other words, medical marijuana users and caregivers are potentially at
risk of losing housing if and when a landlord institutes a prohibition against medical
marijuana.

The attorney general rejected the idea that Michigan should share the approach used in 
Rhode Island, where tenants cannot be penalized for using medical marijuana, by noting that 
there, “Rhode Island’s medical marihuana law expressly provides that no landlord may 
refuse to lease to a registered medical marihuana patient.” AG Opinion, citing RI Gen Laws 
§ 21-28.6-4(b) (“No school, employer or landlord may refuse to enroll, employ or lease to or
otherwise penalize a person solely for his or her status as a cardholder”).”

C. Gun possession
As of September 2011 the Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
issued a declaration that licensed medical marijuana users in any state cannot legally own or
possess a firearm. See, Detroit Free Press, “Have a license for medical pot? You can’t have a
gun, U.S. says,” October 1, 2011; September 21, 2011 memo from the United States
Department of Justice, ATF division. Nor can gun establishments sell guns or ammunition to
any person who the establishment discovers holds a medical marijuana permit.

On a related note, in Wills v Winters, 253 P3d 1058 (Or 2011), the Oregon Supreme Court 
held that federal law does not preempt state law in regard to a sheriff’s duty under Oregon 
law to issue a concealed handgun license to qualified applicants without regard to their use of 
medical marijuana. The court reasoned that there was no actual conflict in the law; federal law 
enforcement may still choose to prosecute the patient, but this does not allow a sheriff to 
abdicate his duty to issue the licenses under state law. 

Notably, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld guidance directing gun dealers to not 
sell firearms or ammunition to medical marijuana patients. On August 31, 2016, in Wilson 
v. Lynch, the court upheld the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF)
directive to all Federal Firearm Licensees (gun dealers) indicating that possession of a
medical marijuana card was a sufficient basis to refuse to sell firearms or ammunition. In
September 2011, the ATF sent an open letter to all Federal Firearm Licensees (FFL) stating,

[A]ny person who uses or is addicted to marijuana, regardless of whether his or
her State has passed legislation authorizing marijuana use for medicinal
purposes, is an unlawful user of or addicted to a controlled substance, and is
prohibited by Federal law from possessing firearms or ammunition. Such
persons should answer "yes" to question 11.e. on ATF Form 4473 . . . and
you may not transfer firearms or ammunition to them. Further, if you are
aware that the potential transferee is in possession of a card authorizing the
possession and use of marijuana under State law, then you have "reasonable
cause to believe" that the person is an unlawful user of a controlled substance. As
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such, you may not transfer firearms or ammunition to the person, even if the 
person answered "no" to question 11.e. on ATF Form. 

 

The statutory basis for this guidance is 18 USC § 922(g)(3), which makes it a felony for a 
person “who is an unlawful user of or addicted to any controlled substance” to possess a 
firearm. The court held that Ms. Wilson's Second Amendment challenge withheld 
intermediate scrutiny because of Congress’s “reasonable conclusion that the use of such 
drugs raises the risk of irrational or unpredictable behavior with which gun use should not be 
associated,” which the Court described as the “link between unlawful drug use and 
violence” which justifies the discrimination. 

D. Employment issues 
The MMA expressly states that employers do not have to accommodate the use of medical 
marijuana in a workplace and do not have to allow an employee to work under the influence of 
marijuana. MCL 333.26427(c)(2). Not only that, but the United States District Court for the 
Western District of Michigan has ruled that the MMA contains no protection for an 
employee who is fired by a private employer after testing positive for marijuana, despite that the 
marijuana was legally used under the Act. Casias v Wal-Mart Stores, Inc, 764 F Supp 2d 914 
(WD Mich, 2011). 

In Casias, plaintiff Joseph Casias suffered chronic pain and nausea related to sinus cancer 
and a brain tumor. Mr. Casias was an at-will employee at a Battle Creek Wal-Mart store and 
had been named “employee of the year.” However, after testing positive for marijuana, Wal- 
Mart fired him under its drug use policy. Mr. Casias sued for wrongful discharge, claiming 
that Wal-Mart’s application of its drug use policy to him violated the MMA. The court 
rejected the claim, holding that the MMA does not regulate private employment. Rather, it 
held, the Act merely provides a potential defense to criminal prosecution or other adverse 
action by the state. (This case was affirmed by the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Sixth Circuit.) 

E. Probation or Parole Prohibition on the Use of Marijuana 
What if one’s probation or parole conditions prohibit the probationer or parolee from using 
drugs? There are two facets to this argument. One is that a judge cannot impose this type of 
condition when the underlying crime had nothing to do with the use of alcohol or drugs and the 
defendant has no history of an alcohol or drug problem. This argument is being met with some 
success across the state, but of course one needs to get the condition removed before risking 
using medical marijuana in violation of a condition of probation or parole. 

The other facet is just as interesting: Can a judge prohibit the use of medical marijuana, even if 
the crime was drug- or alcohol-related? So far, this argument by defense attorneys has been 
met with significant resistance, including at the Court of Appeals in People v Magyari, 
unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeals, Docket No. 327798, issued January 12, 2017. 
Also, at least one federal court has found that a condition prohibiting the possession of drugs 
was violated when the defendant possessed medical marijuana in conjunction with a valid 
Michigan medical marijuana card because possessing any marijuana is illegal under federal 
law. United States v Hicks, 722 F Supp 2d 829 (ED Mich 2010). Stay tuned on this topic. 

F. Deduction of Expenses Related to Dispensary Business 
The IRS has declared that a dispensary owner cannot deduct standard business expenses, 
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such as rent, security, or employee wages on his federal tax return. See IRS ruling 11-0005, 
released 3/15/2011. The crux of the ruling is as follows: 

Section 280E of the Code disallows deductions incurred in the trade or business of 
trafficking in controlled substances that federal law or the law of any state in which 
the taxpayer conducts the business prohibits. For this purpose, the term 
“controlled substances” has the meaning provided in the Controlled Substances 
Act. Marijuana falls within the Controlled Substances Act. See Californians 
Helping to Alleviate Medical Problems, Inc. v. C.I.R., 128 T.C. No. 14 (2007). 
The United States Supreme Court has concluded that no exception in the 
Controlled Substances Act exists for marijuana that is medically necessary. U.S. v. 
Oakland Cannabis Buyers’ Co-op., 532 U.S. 483 (2001). 

It is yet unknown how claims for these deductions would work under the child support 
guidelines as deductions are treated differently for child support purposes than they are for 
IRS purposes. However, that usually works in reverse – i.e., deductions taken for federal 
purposes aren’t permitted for child support purposes. It would be interesting to see, if an 
entity were considered a legitimate Michigan business, whether an allowance in a child 
support context would be permitted for the types of business expenses that are now not 
permitted under the IRS guidelines. 

G. Child Protective Proceedings
Despite what some courts believe, the use of medical marijuana by a parent is not grounds to
remove a child from the home. Michigan’s CPS manual states that substance abuse alone does
not equate to abuse or neglect of child.

Substance abuse, or the addiction of the parent-caretaker or adult living in the 
home to alcohol or drugs, does not in and of itself constitute evidence of abuse or 
neglect of the child. Parents use drugs (including, but not limited to, legally or 
illegally obtained controlled drugs such as medically prescribed marijuana, 
methadone, pain-killers and anti-depressants) and/or alcohol to varying 
degrees and many remain able to care for their child without harming the 
child. A careful evaluation must be made to determine whether a child is at 
risk. [PSM 716-7.] 

The Attorney General has also issued an opinion that the protections of the MMA 
may be invoked in child protective proceedings. 

[R]egistered patients and primary caregivers may invoke the protection or
immunity provided for in sections 4(a) and (b) in a child-protective
proceeding under the Juvenile Code. But they may do so only if they are
properly registered as patients or primary caregivers, possess a registration
card, and their “medical use” of marihuana was “in accordance with the act.”
MCL 333.26424(a) and (b).

Critically, the Attorney General recognized that “[a]lthough a court may order these 
evaluations and receive into evidence any medical records pertaining to members of a child’s 
household, nevertheless the MMMA does not permit the court to independently determine 
whether a person is a qualifying patient.” 
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One case dealing with medical marijuana is the following: 
In re Huffman, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued December 8, 2015 (Docket No. 326538). 

The respondent, who had a difficult upbringing, started using marijuana at age 7 and had her 
first child at 17. She constantly dosed off with her baby in her arms. Blood tests revealed the 
presence of marijuana in her blood as well as the baby’s. The respondent said that she had 
smoked early in her pregnancy and the marijuana must have stayed in her system. Her second 
child who was born a little more than a year later also tested positive for marijuana. 
Compliance with the case service plan was poor. The home was in constant disarray, the 
respondent tested positive in many drug screens, and she rarely attended supervised parenting 
time. The treating psychologist concluded that marijuana did impact her parenting. He opined 
that chronic marijuana use, particularly for the respondent who began smoking at a young age, 
led to impairment in long-term and working memory as well as lower intelligence. Further, 
he posited that dispensary medical marijuana was far more potent than a street purchase. 
Therefore, other treatment options should be explored. 

The Court of Appeals held that clear and convincing evidence was presented to satisfy the 
statutory grounds for termination and that termination was in the children’s best interests. 
The court explained that her use of marijuana was illegal for a majority of the time that the 
case was pending because she had no card. Also, there was evidence that her use impaired her 
ability to parent. The Court of Appeals seized on the respondent’s inability to maintain a job 
and home, failure to consider alternative non-addictive treatments, failure to attend visitation 
and to progress to unsupervised visits, failure to attend all random drug screens, failure to 
attend counseling, and failure to cooperate and communicate with the workers. The 
respondent’s recent efforts to obtain housing, employment, and transportation were too little, 
too late in light of the children’s age and duration of the case. Irrespective of marijuana use, she 
failed to show that she could maintain employment and housing and the children deserved 
permanency. 

III. The Child Custody Act – Relevant Provisions 

A. Concepts likely to influence custody and parenting time decisions in medical 
marijuana cases 

The intersection of the MMA’s statement on custody and parenting time and Michigan’s 
Child Custody Act has not yet been explored through appellate case law in our state. It will be 
fascinating to watch this develop. As stated, the critical passage in the MMA is this: 

A person shall not be denied custody or visitation of a minor for acting in 
accordance with this act, unless the person’s behavior is such that it creates an 
unreasonable danger to the minor that can be clearly articulated and 
substantiated. [MCL 333.26424(c) (emphasis added).] 

This provision uses terminology that is not mirrored in current custody or parenting time 
statutory language. It contains no reference to the best interest factors and does not incorporate 
terms such as “proper cause” or “change of circumstances.” (Compare Maine’s sister 
provision, which states simply that “a person may not be denied parental rights and 
responsibilities with respect to or contact with a minor child as a result of acting in 
accordance with this chapter, unless the person’s conduct is contrary to the best interests of the 
minor child.” MRS 22 § 2423-E(3).) 
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In our opinion, the development of this new test seems to impose a slightly higher burden 

on a person seeking to raise a medical marijuana-use concern in a custody or parenting time 
matter. Although, we suppose, it could be argued that “unreasonable danger” is conceptually 
parallel to a “significant effect” on a child’s general welfare. 

But the more specific phrase “that can be clearly articulated and substantiated” is certainly 
designed to require specific, identifiable, and admissible evidence on the record regarding the 
danger asserted and the unreasonableness of that danger. 

Yet it does not seem as if we can divorce the paramount concern of a child’s best interest in 
deciding custody and parenting time issues. As is commonly known in the family law arena, “If 
a child custody dispute is between the parents, between agencies, or between third 
persons, the best interests of the child control.” MCL 722.25(1). That said, what impacts the 
best interest of a child is an intensely fact-specific question, and the arguments and findings 
surrounding a child’s “best interest” can be uniquely prone to the reviewer’s subjectivity, 
beliefs, and own personal experiences (or lack thereof). 

In a change of custody or parenting time situation, a parent requesting a change to a court’s 
prior custody or parenting time order must demonstrate either proper cause or a change of 
circumstances. Is an “unreasonable danger” to the child’s welfare per se proper cause or a 
change of circumstances? Quite possibly. 

For comparison purposes, the definitions of those terms as crafted by the Michigan Court of 
Appeals are reviewed here: 

1. Proper cause 
[T]o establish “proper cause” necessary to revisit a custody order, a movant 
must prove by a preponderance of the evidence the existence of an appropriate 
ground for legal action to be taken by the trial court. The appropriate ground(s) 
should be relevant to at least one of the twelve statutory best interest factors, 
and must be of such magnitude to have a significant effect on the child’s well- 
being. [Vodvarka v Grasmeyer, 259 Mich App 499, 512; 675 NW2d 847 
(2003) (emphasis added).] 

2. Change in circumstances 
[T]o establish a “change of circumstances,” a movant must prove that, since the 
entry of the last custody order, the conditions surrounding custody of the child, 
which have or could have a significant effect on the child’s well-being, have 
materially changed. Again, not just any change will suffice, for over time there 
will always be some changes in a child’s environment, behavior, and well-
being. Instead, the evidence must demonstrate something more than the normal 
life changes (both good and bad) that occur during the life of a child, and there 
must be at least some evidence that the material changes have had or will almost 
certainly have an effect on the child. This too will be a determination made on 
the basis of the facts of each case, with the relevance of the facts presented 
being gauged by the statutory best interest factors. [Id. at 513-514 (emphasis in 
original).] 

3. Best interest factors as they may relate to a medical marijuana case 
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Does the “unreasonable danger to the minor child” language of the MMA take this particular 
issue completely out of the realm of the best interest analysis? It seems like it may. If there is 
unreasonable danger, a parent can be denied custody or parenting time. If not, the parent 
cannot. 

But, alas, nothing is that easy. Perhaps the argument could be made that while custody or 
parenting time should not be “denied” per se, it should be “crafted” in a way that “considers” a 
parent’s involvement with medical marijuana. We don’t think this is out of the realm of 
possibilities. 

As is known, MCL 722.23 sets forth twelve legislatively created “best interest factors” to be 
considered by the trier of fact who is charged with deciding child custody. While potential 
arguments pertaining to medical marijuana use could probably be spun around any of the 
factors, we believe the following factors have the most probability of focus in a medical 
marijuana situation. Personal commentary is in brackets. 

(b) The capacity and disposition of the parties involved to give the child love, 
affection, and guidance and to continue the education and raising of the child in 
his or her religion or creed, if any. [It has been hinted at, if not outrightly held, 
that smoking marijuana so incapacitates the user that the user becomes 
essentially incapable of parenting. See, e.g., In re Marriage of Wieldraayer, 
unpublished opinion of the Washington Court of Appeals, issued December 22, 
2008 (Docket No. 59429-0-I).] 

(c) The capacity and disposition of the parties involved to provide the child 
with food, clothing, medical care or other remedial care recognized and permitted 
under the laws of this state in place of medical care, and other material 
needs. [See above. Also, what if one parent wants to treat a child with medical 
marijuana, and the other disagrees? You may be surprised to learn that currently 
forty-four children – the youngest is seven years old – are qualified Michigan 
medical marijuana patients. See “Michigan OKs Medical Marijuana for 44 
Children,” WLNS.com, May 28, 2012.] 

(f) The moral fitness of the parties involved. [Let’s face it. The belief that 
smoking marijuana is a breach of moral character under any circumstance is not 
at all uncommon.] The closest appellate mention of this comes from Demski 
v Petlick, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued 
March 15, 2015 (Docket No. 322193). There, the appellate court affirmed the 
trial court’s rejection of the argument that past use of medical marijuana was a 
moral fitness issue based on the premise that a moral fitness issue must be 
demonstrated to currently affect the ability to parent. 

(g) The mental and physical health of the parties involved. [If a parent is a 
registered patient, he or she has a specifically identified medical condition. If the 
illness affects the ability to parent, this is a consideration regardless of the use of 
medical marijuana. On the other hand, does the use of medical marijuana assuage 
the condition and pave the way for competent parenting?] Also in Demski, the 
Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court’s finding that the father’s past holding of 
a medical marijuana card was a non-issue because the proofs did not 
demonstrate that the father currently suffered from incapacitating pain. 
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(i) The reasonable preference of the child, if the court considers the child to be of 
sufficient age to express preference. [In several cases, the court weighed the 
children’s dislike of parental medical marijuana smoking against the parent. 
See e.g., id.] 

(l) Any other factor considered by the court to be relevant to a particular child 
custody dispute. 

In addition, MCL 722.27(6) sets forth factors to be considered in the process of establishing 
parenting time. We find five of the nine factors potentially relevant: 

(a) The existence of any special circumstances or needs of the child. [Asthma? A 
teenager engaged in his or her own experimentation?] 

(b) Whether the child is a nursing child less than 6 months of age, or less than 1 
year of age if the child receives substantial nutrition through nursing. [While this 
factor is generally used to protect the mother/infant relationship, nothing 
prevents a creative twist. A court would likely hold that smoking and nursing do 
not mix. In a case that swept across international media, a California mother faced 
criminal child endangerment charges for, among other things, breastfeeding an 
infant while using medical marijuana. See “Children taken from mom in pot 
raid inflame Butte county ballot debate,” Sacramento Bee, May 30, 2012.] 

(c) The reasonable likelihood of abuse or neglect of the child during parenting 
time. [See In re Marriage of Wieldraayer, unpublished opinion of the 
Washington Court of Appeals, issued December 22, 2008 (Docket No. 59429- 0-
I).] 

(d) The reasonable likelihood of abuse of a parent resulting from the exercise of 
parenting time. [See above.] 

(i) Any other relevant factors. 

IV. Michigan Opinions 

A. Michigan Supreme Court and Michigan Court of Appeals Case Summaries 
The following are some of the most prominently discussed decisions from the Michigan 
appellate courts on the MMA. 

1.   People v Feezel, 486 Mich 184; 783 NW2d 67 (2010). 
The enactment of the MMA had some influence on the Michigan Supreme Court’s decision to 
reverse a previous ruling regarding the presence of a cannabis metabolite in one’s blood while 
driving a motor vehicle. In Feezel, the Court commented that the MMA represented “a 
change in the law” that supported overturning the prior decision. Id. at 216. The bottom line 
of Feezel is that the presence of a metabolite of marijuana (as opposed to THC, the effect-
causing chemical present in cannabis) in a driver’s blood is not evidence of being under the 
influence when driving. 

2. People v King/People v Kolanek, 491 Mich 382; 817 NW2d 528 (2012). The 
Michigan Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether the requirements of Section 4 of the 
MMA apply to Section 8. The Court held that the MMA does not require a patient to establish 
the requirements of Section 4 in order to present a valid affirmative defense under Section 8. 
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“Precisely because such a requirement is lacking, assertion of the § 8 defense without 
establishment of the § 4 requirements is ‘in accordance with the provisions of [the 
MMMA].’” Id. at 401, quoting MCL 333.26427. The Court specifically stated that the 
requirement of an “enclosed, locked facility” is not imported into Section 8 of the MMA. Id. at 
402, n 43. 

The Court stated, “If registered patients choose not to abide by the stricter requirements of § 4, 
they will not be able to claim this broad immunity, but will be forced to assert the 
affirmative defense under § 8, just like unregistered patients. In that instance, registered 
patients will be entitled to the same lower level of protection provided to unregistered 
patients under § 8.” Id. at 403. “Accordingly, we hold that to establish the elements of the 
affirmative defense in § 8, a defendant need not establish the elements of § 4. Any defendant, 
regardless of registration status, who possesses more than 2.5 ounces of usable marijuana or 12 
plants not kept in an enclosed, locked facility may satisfy the affirmative defense under § 8.” 
Id. The Supreme Court reversed the Court of Appeals in King because the defendant was 
improperly prohibited from raising a medical marijuana affirmative defense. Id. 

This case has had far-reaching effects for many defendants who were denied the right to 
raise a medical marijuana defense under Section 8 because they did not strictly comply with 
Section 4 requirements. 

In addressing the Court of Appeals decision in Kolanek, the Court affirmed the Court of 
Appeals and held that a physician’s statement must have been received before the offense 
occurred. A person cannot commit an offense and then go see a physician to assert a Section 8 
defense. 

The Court included a helpful appendix to summarize its decision: 

1. Section 4 of the Michigan Medical Marihuana Act (MMMA), MCL
333.26424, provides qualified registered patients broad immunity from “arrest,
prosecution, or penalty in any manner” and protection from the denial of “any
right or privilege, including but not limited to civil penalty or disciplinary
action by a business or occupational or professional licensing board or
bureau, for the medical use of marihuana in accordance with this act . . . .”

2. To be entitled to the broad immunity of § 4, a qualifying patient with a
registry identification card who has not specified a primary caregiver must
possess no more than 2.5 ounces of usable marijuana and 12 marijuana plants,
which must be kept in “an enclosed, locked facility.”

3. Registered patients who do not qualify for immunity under § 4, as well as
unregistered persons, are entitled to assert in a criminal prosecution the
affirmative defense of medical use of marijuana under § 8 of the MMMA,
MCL 333.26428.

4. Section 8 of the MMMA provides a limited protection for the use of
medical marijuana in criminal prosecutions, which requires dismissal of the
charges if all the elements of the defense are established.

5. A defendant need not establish the elements of § 4 to have a valid
affirmative defense under § 8.
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6. A defendant who moves for the dismissal of criminal charges under § 8 
must raise the defense in a pretrial motion to dismiss and for an evidentiary 
hearing. 

7. A defendant is entitled to the dismissal of criminal charges under § 8 if, at the 
evidentiary hearing, the defendant establishes all the elements of the § 8 
affirmative defense, which are (1) “[a] physician has stated that, in the 
physician’s professional opinion, after having completed a full assessment of the 
patient’s medical history and current medical condition made in the course 
of a bona fide physician-patient relationship, the patient is likely to receive 
therapeutic or palliative benefit from the medical use of marihuana,” (2) the 
defendant did not possess an amount of marijuana that was more than 
“reasonably necessary for this purpose,” and (3) the defendant’s use was “to 
treat or alleviate the patient’s serious or debilitating medical condition or 
symptoms . . . .” As long as a defendant can establish these elements, no 
question of fact exists regarding these elements, and none of the circumstances 
in § 7(b), MCL 333.26427(b), exists, then the defendant is entitled to 
dismissal of the criminal charges. 

8. With regard to the physician’s statement required by § 8(a)(1), the 
defendant must have obtained the physician’s statement after enactment of the 
MMMA, but before the commission of the offense. 

9. If a defendant moves for dismissal of criminal charges under § 8 and at the 
evidentiary hearing establishes prima facie evidence of all the elements of the 
§ 8 affirmative defense, but material questions of fact exist, then dismissal of the 
charges is not appropriate and the defense must be submitted to the jury. 

10. If a defendant moves for dismissal of criminal charges under § 8 and at the 
evidentiary hearing fails to present evidence from which a reasonable jury could 
conclude that the defendant satisfied the elements of the § 8 affirmative defense, 
and there are no questions of fact, then the circuit court must deny the motion 
to dismiss the charges. In this instance, the defendant is not permitted to 
present the § 8 defense to the jury. Rather, the defendant’s remedy is to 
apply for interlocutory leave to appeal. 

3.   State of Michigan v McQueen, 493 Mich 135; 828 NW2d 644 (2013). 
In one of our state’s most talked about MMA cases, the Court of Appeals held that medical 
marijuana transfers are illegal if there is a price attached to the transfer and that medical 
marijuana dispensaries are illegal. The unprecedented opinion caused businesses throughout the 
state to close for fear of criminal prosecution. Registered qualifying patients were 
abruptly left with no safe access to their legal medicine. 

The case began when the Isabella County Prosecutor’s Office sought to close down a 
business (CA) that engaged in patient-to-patient medical marijuana transfers in Mt. Pleasant for 
being a “nuisance.” After a two-day hearing in which no complaints were revealed, the 
Isabella County Circuit Court issued a detailed opinion explaining why the conduct at CA is 
authorized by the MMA and why CA was not a nuisance. Nonetheless, the Court of Appeals 
reversed, holding that all “sales” of medical marijuana are illegal. 
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The Michigan Supreme Court granted leave to appeal in this case and affirmed the Court of 
Appeals holding, although for different reasons. 

The following appendix was included in the Supreme Court’s opinion as a summary of the 
holdings in this case: 

1. The term “medical use,” as defined in § 3(e) of the Michigan Medical Marihuana
Act (MMMA), MCL 333.26423(e), encompasses the sale of marijuana “to treat or
alleviate a registered qualifying patient’s debilitating medical condition or
symptoms associated with the debilitating medical condition.”

2. To be eligible for immunity under § 4 of the MMA, MCL 333.26424, a registered
qualifying patient must be engaging in marijuana-related conduct for the purpose of
alleviating the patient’s own debilitating medical condition or symptoms
associated with the debilitating medical condition.

3. To be eligible for § 4 immunity, a registered primary caregiver must be engaging in
marijuana-related conduct for the purpose of alleviating the debilitating medical
condition, or symptoms associated with the debilitating medical condition, of a
registered qualifying patient to whom the caregiver is connected through the
registration process of the Michigan Department of Community Health
(MDCH).

4. As a result, § 4 does not offer immunity to a registered qualifying patient who
transfers marijuana to another registered qualifying patient, nor does it offer
immunity to a registered primary caregiver who transfers marijuana to anyone
other than a registered qualifying patient to whom the caregiver is connected
through the MDCH’s registration process.

5. Section 4(i), MCL 333.26424(i), permits any person to assist a registered
qualifying patient with “using or administering” marijuana. However, the terms
“using” and “administering” are limited to conduct involving the actual ingestion of
marijuana.

6. The affirmative defense of § 8 of the MMMA, MCL 333.26428, applies only to
criminal prosecutions involving marijuana, subject to the limited exceptions
contained in § 8(c) for disciplinary action by a business or occupational or
professional licensing board or bureau or forfeiture of any interest in or right to
property.

4. People v Redden, 290 Mich App 65; 799 NW2d 184 (2010).
In Redden, the Court of Appeals dealt with the affirmative defense provision in Section 8, 
which often arises when a patient has a doctor’s certification, but no card yet or a patient has not 
strictly complied with Section 4. 

The court held that an unregistered patient does indeed have a right to assert a Section 8 
defense. But the court also held that the defendants had not submitted sufficient evidence of the 
“bona fide physician-patient relationship,” so the court should not have dismissed the 
charges. Instead, the issue is one for the trier of fact at trial. 

Judge O’Connell wrote a lengthy “concurrence” that spells out everything that he believes is 
wrong with the MMA. 
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5.   People v Koon, 494 Mich 1; 832 NW2d 724 (2013). 
The Michigan Supreme Court held that the Michigan Vehicle Code’s provision against 
operating a motor vehicle with any amount of a controlled substance in a person’s system 
does not apply to a qualifying registered patient under the MMA. The standard in the MMA for 
a registered patient is “under the influence,” which means a substantial and material effect 
on a person’s driving. 

6.   People v Bylsma, 493 Mich 17; 825 NW2d 543 (2012). 
The defendant was a registered caregiver entitled to grow 24 plants. He was growing these 
plants in an enclosed, locked facility also used by others registered through the state. The 
MMA requires that marijuana plants be grown in an “enclosed, locked facility,” which was 
defined at the time in the MMA as “a closet, room, or other enclosed area equipped with 
locks or other security devices that permit access only by a registered primary caregiver or 
registered qualifying patient.” The Court of Appeals held that the defendant possessed 
marijuana plants that were being grown and cultivated for registered qualifying patients that 
were not connected to him through the registration process because others were growing in the 
same enclosed, locked facility; thus, he was not entitled to immunity under Section 4 of the 
MMA. In addition, because the defendant did not comply with the requirements of 
Section 4, he was not entitled to assert the Section 8 affirmative defense. 

The Michigan Supreme Court affirmed the Court of Appeals decision that the defendant was not 
entitled to immunity under § 4(b) of the MMA, which states that a patient or caregiver may 
only possess up to 12 plants for each qualifying patient with whom he is connected, since he 
was found to be in possession of an amount greater than that. The Supreme Court reversed 
the Court of Appeals decision, however, as it relates to § 8 of the MMA. The Michigan 
Supreme Court ruled that the defendant need not satisfy the elements of § 4 immunity in 
order to qualify for affirmative defense protection under § 8, provided none of the 
circumstances in § 7b of the MMA exist. Rather, § 8 contains independent elements that do not 
turn on the requirements of § 4 immunity. 

7. People v Bylsma/People v Overholt, 315 Mich App 363; 889 NW2d 729 
(2016). 

The issue of whether a caregiver may raise a Section 8 defense for the transfer of medical 
marijuana to a patient or caregiver to whom he is not connected was addressed by the Court of 
Appeals in May 2016 in People v Bylsma and People v Overholt. In Bylsma and Overholt, the 
court stated “‘to establish the elements of the affirmative defense in § 8, a defendant need not 
establish the elements of § 4.’” Id. at *5, citing People v Kolanek, 491 Mich 382, 403; 817 
NW2d 528 (2012). The court analyzed Section 8 as stated, in relevant part, as follows: 

(a) Except as provided in section 7, a patient and a patient’s primary caregiver, 
if any, may assert the medical purpose for using marihuana as a defense to 
any prosecution involving marihuana, and this defense shall be presumed 
valid where the evidence shows that: 

 
(1) A physician has stated that, in the physician’s professional 
opinion, after having completed a full assessment of the patient’s 
medical history and current medical condition made in the course of a 
bona fide physician-patient relationship, the patient is likely to 
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receive therapeutic or palliative benefit from the medical use of 
marihuana to treat or alleviate the patient’s serious or debilitating 
medical condition or symptoms of the patient’s serious or debilitating 
medical condition; 

 
(2) The patient and the patient’s primary caregiver, if any, were 
collectively in possession of a quantity of marihuana that was not 
more than was reasonably necessary to ensure the uninterrupted 
availability of marihuana for the purpose of treating or alleviating the 
patient’s serious or debilitating medical condition or symptoms of the 
patient’s serious or debilitating medical condition; and 

 
(3) The patient and the patient’s primary caregiver, if any, were 
engaged in the acquisition, possession, cultivation, manufacture, use, 
delivery, transfer, or transportation of marihuana or paraphernalia 
relating to the use of marihuana to treat or alleviate the patient’s 
serious or debilitating medical condition or symptoms of the patient’s 
serious or debilitating medical condition. 

 
(b) A person may assert the medical purpose for using marihuana in a motion to 
dismiss, and the charges shall be dismissed following an evidentiary 
hearing where the person shows the elements listed in subsection (a). [Id. at 
*6-7, quoting MCL 333.26428(a), (b).] 

 
The court initially stated, “We agree with defendants that an individual who qualifies as a 
‘patient’ or a ‘primary caregiver’ may assert a § 8 defense regardless of his registration status 
and the registration status of the patient or primary caregiver, if any, with which he is 
affiliated.” Id. at *7. The court then went on to look to Section 6 of the MMA without regard 
that this is the administrative rules section related to LARA and imposed the rules related to 
LARA on patients and caregivers. The court ignored that Section 8 was crafted to encompass 
patients and caregivers who fall outside of LARA’s parameters. The court ignored that while 
LARA may only designate one caregiver for a patient, a patient and caregiver relationship 
can exist outside of LARA’s registry system. The flawed opinion ignores the language of 
Section 8 by imposing standards that are inapplicable. In sum, the Court of Appeals held that to 
assert a Section defense a defendant must establish that he is the only primary caregiver for a 
patient he is providing medical marijuana. Id. at *10. 

 
The Court of Appeals also ignored Section 4 of the MMA, which created a felony for “[a]ny 
registered qualifying patient or registered primary caregiver who sells marihuana to someone 
who is not allowed to use marihuana for medical purposes under this act . . . .” MCL 
333.26424(k). The explicit meaning is that it is not a crime to sell marijuana to a person who is 
allowed to use marijuana for a medical purpose, which is the language used in Section 8 of 
the MMA, when the factors in Section 8 have been met. Critically, there is no language in 
Section 8 that the patient and caregiver must be linked by the registration process. 
 
The Bylsma and Overholt cases were remanded by the Michigan Supreme Court to the Court of 
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Appeals to consider the Section 8 issue raised, and the cases are currently pending at the Court 
for a review of the Court of Appeals decision. People v Bylsma, application filed July 25, 2016, 
Docket No. 154084, and People v Overholt, application filed July 12, 2016, Docket No. 154082. 

7. People v Ventura, 316 Mich App 671; ___ NW2d ___ (2016).
This case addressed the critical issue of what constitutes a plant. The court held, “We think it 
clear that in ordinary usage, the word ‘plant’ contemplates the presence of a root structure. In 
common parlance, one plant does not immediately become many plants as soon as it is cut 
into pieces, even if those pieces have been placed in soil or a growing medium. Therefore, we 
hold that for a cutting to achieve plant status, it must have readily observable evidence of root 
formation.” 

8. People v Nicholson, 297 Mich App 191; 822 NW2d 284 (2012).
In this case, the defendant – who was in possession of marijuana – had his registry 
identification paperwork at home in his car. The court concluded that someone “possesses” a 
registry identification card only when the registry identification card is reasonably accessible 
at the location of that person’s marijuana possession and use. While the defendant did not 
possess his registry identification paperwork at the time of arrest, the Court of Appeals 
held that courts must inquire whether a person possesses a registry identification card at the 
time of arrest, prosecution, or penalty separately to determine eligibility for Section 4 
immunity. Because the defendant did possess a registry identification card that had been issued 
before his arrest when being prosecuted, he is immune from prosecution unless evidence exists 
to show that his possession of marijuana at the time was not in accord with medical use as 
defined in the MMA. 

An interesting note is the language used by the court in one sentence at the end of the opinion. 
The Court of Appeals said that it was not addressing the issue of whether the defendant was 
engaged in the medical use of marijuana in accord with the MMA. But the court also found 
that the defendant must establish that at the time of his arrest he was engaged in the medical use 
of marijuana in accord with the MMA. This perceived burden on the defendant appears at odds 
with the MMA and the court’s reasoning in the same opinion. Notably, the court held that a 
patient is not required to establish a doctor-patient relationship under Section 4, which places 
the initial burden for establishing the lack of medical use with the prosecutor, which comports 
with the MMA’s language. 

9. People v Brown, 297 Mich App 670; 825 NW2d 91 (2012).
The defendant was convicted of manufacturing marijuana. The defendant argued that the 
search warrant used to obtain the evidence in his case was invalid. As a qualifying patient 
under the MMA, the defendant asserted that the search warrant affidavit stating that he was 
growing marijuana was insufficient to provide the police officers with probable cause that a 
crime was being committed. The defendant stated that the police should have checked with the 
State Department of Community Health to verify his status as a qualified patient or 
caregiver first. 

The Court of Appeals ruled that, while the MMA offers protections to those people who 
properly use medical marijuana, it does not legalize it. It merely provides very specific 
circumstances in which to avoid criminal liability. Therefore, the probable cause necessary to 
obtain a warrant was present in this case and the warrant was valid. Note footnote 5, which 
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provides a critical distinction: “While we decline, in light of the pertinent case law, to 
impose an affirmative duty on the police to obtain information pertaining to a person’s 
noncompliance with the MMMA before seeking a search warrant for marijuana, if the police 
do have clear and uncontroverted evidence that a person is in full compliance with the MMMA, 
this evidence must be included as part of the affidavit because such a situation would not 
justify the issuance of a warrant. This scheme will reduce any potential (however unlikely) 
for police overreach in attempting to obtain search warrants.” Of course, if there is clear and 
uncontroverted evidence that a person is in full compliance with the MMA, then it is troubling 
that the police would still be seeking a warrant. 

10. People v Carruthers, 301 Mich App 590; 837 NW2d 16 (2013). 
The defendant was convicted of possession of marijuana with intent to deliver following a 
traffic stop. He was in possession of marijuana and also brownies that contained THC. At the 
time of the stop, the defendant was a qualified caregiver. One of the main issues of this case 
was whether the entire weight of the brownies should be considered when considering 
qualification for a § 4 defense or only the weight of the medical marijuana present in each 
brownie. The trial court ruled that the entire weight of the brownies would be considered, as 
they were a marijuana mixture, and thus ruled that the defendant was over the legal limit 
allowed, so a § 4 defense was not available. 

The Court of Appeals ruled that there was a distinct difference between marijuana and usable 
marijuana under the MMMA. It concluded that the wording of the MMMA excluded the 
cannabutter used to make the brownies as usable marijuana. Since the brownies did contain 
THC, however, the defendant was found to be in possession of marijuana, just not usable 
marijuana. The COA concluded that possession of any marijuana other than medical marijuana 
disqualified a patient or caregiver from using a § 4 defense at trial. It did not, however, 
disqualify a patient or caregiver from raising a § 8 defense. The court remanded the case 
back to the trial court for a hearing on a § 8 defense. The application for leave to appeal for 
this case is pending in front of the Michigan Supreme Court. 

11. Ter Beek v City of Wyoming, 495 Mich 1; 846 NW2d 531 (2014). 
After enactment of the MMA, the defendant amended its zoning ordinance to prohibit acts 
that are protected under the MMA, making such acts punishable by civil sanctions. The 
defendant argued that the ordinance preempted the MMA because the ordinance enforced the 
federal prohibition on the cultivation and distribution of marijuana as described in the 
Controlled Substances Act (CSA.) 

The plaintiff lives within the city limits and challenged the ordinance on the grounds that it is 
in direct conflict with the MMA and argued that the CSA does not preempt the MMA. 

The Court of Appeals ruled that the defendant’s ordinance is void and unenforceable because it 
directly conflicts with the MMA. It also found that the MMA is not preempted by the CSA 
because the grant of immunity from penalty proscribed in the MMA pertains only to state 
action. It does not interfere with the federal enforcement of the CSA. 

The Michigan Supreme Court granted the City’s application for leave to appeal and affirmed the 
Court of Appeals, holding that the ordinance directly conflicts with, and is preempted by, 
Section 4(a) of the MMA, and that Section 4(a) is not preempted by the federal CSA. This 
was an extremely important decision by the Michigan Supreme Court. 
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12. People v Johnson, et al., 302 Mich App 450; 838 NW2d 889 (2013).  

These consolidated cases related to the operation of a medical marijuana dispensary. All 
seven defendants owned, operated, or were employed by Clinical Relief, a medical marijuana 
dispensary in Ferndale, Michigan. The charges included possession with intent to deliver or 
conspiracy to deliver marijuana and delivery of marijuana. The Court of Appeals held that the 
rule of lenity was inapplicable because the defendants did not point to a specific ambiguity in 
the MMA. The court also held that the Due Process Clause was not violated by the retroactive 
application of appellate opinions that “clarified” the MMA. The Clinical Relief case is now 
proceeding to trial. 

13. Braska v Challenge Mfg Co, 307 Mich App 340; 861 NW2d 289 
(2014). 

The common issue presented in this consolidated appeal was whether an employee who 
possessed a registration identification card under the MMA was disqualified from receiving 
unemployment benefits under the Michigan Employment Security Act (MESA) after the 
employee had been terminated for failing to pass a drug test. A determination had to be met on 
whether the claimant: (1) met the threshold requirements for unemployment compensation 
under the MESA, (2) was disqualified under a MESA disqualification provision, and (3) was 
disqualified for testing positive for marijuana. 

All three claimants tested positive for marijuana and would have ordinarily been disqualified for 
unemployment benefits under MESA, MCL 421.29(l)(m). However, no evidence was 
offered that the positive drug tests were the result of anything other than the use of medical 
marijuana under the terms of the MMA, and denial of benefits constituted an improper 
penalty. The court held that the MMA preempts MESA. 

14. People v Hartwick/People v Tuttle, 498 Mich 192; 870 NW2d 37 
(2015). 

The defendant was arrested for selling marijuana to a confidential informant of the Oakland 
County Sheriff’s Office. He was subsequently charged with the sale and production of 
marijuana and possession of a firearm during the commission of a felony (felony-firearm). 
The defendant held a valid registry identification card under the MMA. He claimed that 
possession of the card entitles him to (1) immunity from prosecution under § 4 of the MMA for 
the charges not relating to the sale of marijuana, and (2) an affirmative defense under § 8 of 
the MMA for all the charges. In addition, the defendant argued that the testimony of his medical 
marijuana patients allows him to assert the § 8 affirmative defense. The trial court rejected 
both arguments and held that defendant was not entitled to immunity under § 4 and that he had 
not presented the requisite evidence to make an affirmative defense under § 8. 

The defendant appealed. In a published opinion, the Court of Appeals rejected the 
defendant’s arguments and held that the trial court did not abuse its discretion when it (1) 
ruled that the defendant was not entitled to immunity from criminal prosecution under § 4, 
(2) denied the defendant’s request for dismissal under § 8, and (3) held that the defendant 
could not present the § 8 defense at trial. The Court of Appeals imposed a number of 
standards that a caregiver must meet to assert a defense under § 8, such as monitoring a 
patient’s medical marijuana usage and the patient’s medical condition. 

The Michigan Supreme Court granted the application for leave to appeal and narrowed the 
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Court of Appeals opinion. Among the critical holdings was that a valid registry identification 
card does not establish a presumption under § 8. However, footnote 10 of the opinion 
indicates that a valid registry identification card is prima facie evidence that a physician has 
determined that the registered qualifying patient has a debilitating medical condition and 
will likely benefit from the medical use of marijuana to treat the condition. A valid registry 
identification card issued after April 1, 2013, is also prima facie evidence that a physician has 
conducted a full, in-person assessment of the registered qualifying patient. 

In footnote 77, the Court indicated that a patient may present prima facie evidence to satisfy the 
elements of § 8. “A defendant who submits proper evidence would not likely need his or her 
physician to testify to establish prima facie evidence of any element of § 8(a).” 

15. People v Watkins, unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeals, 
issued August 11, 2011 (Docket Nos. 302558, 302559). 

The Court of Appeals held that even when a person may not assert a medical marijuana 
defense, the jury may still hear about medical marijuana to put the case in context. It is 
important for the jury to hear the context of why an event occurred. Evidence about medical 
marijuana may be relevant to the defendant’s state of mind and as background evidence. 

16. People  v  Lee,  unpublished  opinion  per  curiam  of  the  Court  of 
Appeals, issued November 29, 2012 (Docket No. 307318). 

The defendant was charged with manufacturing marijuana and possession of a firearm 
during the commission of a felony when evidence was found during the execution of a search 
warrant involving a commercial building he was using as a residence. Based on a citizen tip 
that there was a drug trafficking operation on the defendant’s property, police performed 
surveillance of the building. The police observed “high intensity lighting” and surveillance 
cameras pointed at the front door and around the building. A narcotics detection dog was 
brought to the property and gave a positive alert outside the front door of the building. 

The court relied on People v Jones to support the police use of a narcotics dog at the building 
that was used as the defendant’s residence. As it relates to the MMA, the defendant asserted 
that the MMA negated “all or certain aspects of Jones, which was issued before the MMMA 
took effect, regardless of the fact that the defendant did not have a registry identification 
card under the MMMA.” The Court of Appeals held that since they found the exclusionary 
rule inapplicable in this case, then the MMA argument is irrelevant. 

In this matter, the defendant was charged with manufacturing marijuana and possession of a 
firearm during the commission of a felony after a search warrant was executed at a 
commercial building used as a residence by the defendant. The trial court granted 
defendant’s motion to suppress and dismissed the case. The Court of Appeals reversed and 
remanded for reinstatement of charges, based on the same reasoning as the above-mentioned 
cases, People v Rivera and People v Stackpoole. 

17. People v Pointer, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued October 11, 2012 (Docket No. 302795). 

The MMA grants “broad immunity from criminal prosecution, civil penalties, and 
disciplinary actions” to registered, qualifying patients or caregivers, provided they follow the 
guidelines set up within the act. The defendant in this case was in possession of a greater 
amount of plants than was allowed, but was not found to be in possession of more usable 
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marijuana than allowed. The trial court granted the defendant’s motion for a directed verdict 
because it found the language in § 4 of the MMA required the prosecutor to prove that the 
defendant was in possession of more than 2.5 ounces of usable marijuana and that he was also 
in possession of more than the 12 plants allowed under the statute. It did not view the 
elements in a light most favorable to the prosecution. 

The Court of Appeals, however, translated the MMA language in § 4 as only needing to 
violate one or the other of these restrictions, either possession of too many plants or too 
much usable marijuana. The court found that the trial court did not view the elements of the 
charge in the light most favorable to the prosecution and reversed and remanded for further 
proceedings. 

18. People v Hinzman, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued July 24, 2012 (Docket Nos. 308909, 308910). 

The defendants were charged with manufacturing marijuana when it was found that they 
were in possession of more than the 24 plants they were allowed to have. There were 
somewhere between 35 and 50 plants found in the defendants’ basement. The trial court 
denied the defendants’ motion to dismiss the charge under § 4 of the MMA since they were in 
violation of the parameters set by the act. 

The defendants then argued that they had established an affirmative defense through § 8 of 
the MMA. Therefore, the charges should be dropped or, in the alternative, they should be 
allowed to assert the § 8 defense at trial. 

The trial court found that they did not meet the criteria for a § 8 defense because they failed to 
prove they possessed only the amount of marijuana reasonably necessary to ensure an 
uninterrupted supply for the treatment of their conditions. They did not offer evidence as to 
how much medical marijuana they used and how often, and their physicians did not testify 
regarding how much marijuana they should use and how often. Also, defendants argued that the 
plants were for the two of them in addition to three patients that one of the defendants said 
he was a caretaker for (although no paperwork showed that they had assigned the 
defendant as caretaker as of the date the marijuana plants were confiscated.) This, the trial 
court reasoned, indicated that the defendants were in possession of more than was reasonably 
necessary for the treatment of their conditions. The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial 
court’s decision. 

19. People  v  Kiel,  unpublished  opinion  per  curiam  of  the  Court  of 
Appeals, issued July 17, 2012 (Docket 301427). 

Routine aerial surveillance led a narcotics team to find 66 to 69 plants at the defendant’s 
residence. The plants were found in the front yard, basement, and outside on a deck. It was 
determined that the defendant could possess 48 plants total, 12 each for himself and his three 
qualifying patients. The defendant was convicted of manufacturing a controlled substance, 
less than 20 plants. 

In a pretrial motion, the defendant requested dismissal of the charge based on MMA § 4 or § 8. 
The trial court denied the motion due to the fact that the defendant possessed too many plants 
and that some of the plants were not in an enclosed, locked facility as required in § 4. 

The Court of Appeals found that the defendant could not assert a § 4 defense at trial because he 
failed to establish the requirements. He was in possession of too many plants to qualify. 
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However, he could assert a § 8 defense, as Kolanek states a defendant can assert a § 8 defense 
independently from meeting the requirements of a § 4 defense. 
The Court of Appeals also found that the trial court erred when it read the jury instruction 
pertaining to § 4 of the MMA, which would not apply to a § 8 defense. The court concluded 
that the instructional error warranted reversal and remanded for a new trial. 

Critically, the court also held that the fact that the defendant and his patients were registered 
with the State of Michigan as medical marijuana users is prima facie evidence of the first 
and third elements of a § 8 defense. 

20. People v Rivera and People v Stackpoole, unpublished opinions per 
curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued November 29, 2012 (Docket Nos. 
307315, 307316). 

The defendants were charged with manufacturing marijuana, possession with intent to 
deliver marijuana, and possession of Vicodin after drugs were found during the execution of a 
search warrant at their residence. Police had received a citizen tip regarding narcotic 
trafficking and use at the residence. Upon learning that a defendant had a prior conviction for 
possession of a controlled substance, police took a narcotic detection dog to the house. The 
dog gave a positive indication and a warrant was issued, leading to the discovery of drugs 
in the house. The defendants moved to suppress the evidence due to the lack of probable 
cause to justify bringing a drug dog to the residence. Moreover, since a defendant was an 
MMA card holder, the drug dog’s response was simply the dog detecting legal activity. 
The trial court ruled that MMA cardholders have a legitimate expectation of privacy and the 
drug dog search must be supported by more detailed information than what was provided 
for in the warrant. Therefore, the evidence was suppressed. The Court of Appeals, however, 
found that the police were acting in good faith and relying on a judge’s determination of 
probable cause. It also found that there was no need to decide whether the enactment of the 
MMA altered the holding in Jones, upon which the court relied for finding that a dog sniff is 
not a search within the meaning of the Fourth Amendment as long as the dog is legally 
present at the scene. The court found that the good-faith exception to the exclusionary rule 
did not apply here and further determined that suppression of the evidence would not deter 
police misconduct because no misconduct on the part of the police had occurred. The court 
reversed and remanded for reinstatement of the charges against each defendant. The court 
did note, however, that the United States Supreme Court would soon hear the case of 
Jardines v State, in which the Florida Supreme Court held contrary to Michigan’s decision 
in Jones. 

21. In re MJM & LCM, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued June 7, 2011 (Docket Nos. 299893, 299894). 

This case is notable because in it, the Court of Appeals noted that the mother used marijuana 
before becoming a qualified patient. While these parents had many other neglect issues 
facing them, the court, in sustaining the decision to terminate both parents’ parental rights, 
noted their “unwillingness to discontinue their chronic marijuana use.” In a similar case (in 
that other issues besides the use of medical marijuana contributed to the termination of the 
mother’s parental rights), the trial court considered the mother’s use of marijuana before 
becoming a qualified patient but stated that it would not consider her use of medical 
marijuana. In re Niblock, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of Appeals, issued 
May 8, 2012 (Docket No. 306612). A reading of the opinion suggests that the trial court 
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simply did not need that additional ammunition. 
22. In re McEachern, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued September 1, 2011 (Docket Nos. 300601, 303176). 

In this abuse and neglect matter, the mother of the minor children faced many, many issues 
other than her use of medical marijuana. But it is worth noting that the Court of Appeals 
noted while reciting the facts that the mother used marijuana for eighteen years prior to the 
MMA’s existence. In addition, when the Court of Appeals stated its reasoning for finding 
that the children were properly removed from the mother, it mentioned her daily marijuana 
use, but made no mention of the protection of the MMA. That said, again, the mother seemed to 
have much bigger problems. 

23. People v Goodwin, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued December 9, 2014 (Docket No. 320591). 

This case involves the defendant’s appeal of the trial court’s order that denied his motion to 
dismiss his criminal charges and precluded him from raising affirmative defenses contained in 
§ 8 of the MMA, MCL 333.26428. 

The defendant was charged with delivering or manufacturing a controlled substance of more 
than 50 grams, but less than 450 grams, and maintaining a drug vehicle. The trial court 
denied the defendant’s motion to dismiss the charges and assert affirmative defenses 
provided in §8 of MCL 333.26428, stating that he failed to satisfy all of the elements. 

The Court of Appeals held that to invoke this defense the following criteria must be met: (1) 
The physician has reviewed the patient’s medical records and history, and completed a full in-
person assessment; (2) The physician has created and maintained the patient’s records 
according to medically acceptable standards; (3) The physician has a reasonable expectation to 
provide follow-up care and monitor the efficacy of the medical marijuana on the patient’s 
condition; and (4) If permission was granted, to notify the patient’s primary care physician of 
the patient’s condition and certification for the use of medical marijuana. 

The court held that the defendant met the first criteria according to the Legislature’s 
definition, but it was determined that none of the other criteria had been met. There was 
insufficient evidence that medical records had been maintained, that the physician had a 
reasonable expectation to provide follow-up care and monitor the efficacy of the treatment as 
none occurred, and no testimony was provided the patient gave permission for the primary care 
physician to be notified of treatment, or that notification had occurred. 

In this case, even though the alleged criminal conduct occurred after the statute amended the 
bona fide physician-patient relationship definition, and the trial court erred in applying the 
bona fide physician-patient relationship set forth in Tuttle and Hartwick, it was determined 
that the error was not outcome determinative. 

24. People v Heminger, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued November 20, 2014 (Docket No. 316959). 

This case involves the defendant’s appeal of his second offense conviction of 
manufacturing/delivering marijuana. 

The critical issue was the defendant’s assertion of prosecutorial misconduct because of 
comments made concerning the credibility of the MMA, and the credibility of defense 
witness Alger Hemp Coalition. The Court of Appeals found that the prosecutor’s closing 
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argument was improper including political commentary and personal opinions about the 
MMA thereby encouraging the jury to convict the defendant despite the Section 8 
protections. The case was reversed and remanded for a new trial. 

25. People v Randall, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued January 13, 2015 (Docket No. 318740). 

The Court of Appeals held that, under the MMMA, usable marijuana is defined as the dried 
leaves and flowers of the marijuana plant, and any mixture or preparation thereof, but does not 
include the seeds, stalks, and roots of the plant. According to this definition, the amount of 
usable marijuana the defendant possessed was 7.5 ounces. The rest of the plants and leaves in the 
defendant’s possession were in the drying stage according to the arresting officer. 
Therefore, it was not usable marijuana under the MMMA. 
   

26. People v Carlton, 313 Mich App 339; 880 NW2d 803 (2015). 
The defendant was a registered patient under the MMA, and he was medicating in the 
passenger seat of his motor vehicle in a parking lot. The defendant presented the responding 
officers with his registry patient identification card from the State of Michigan and explained 
that he smokes medical marijuana to alleviate seizures and the excruciating pain that he 
suffers as a result of a coma-inducing car accident. 

The defendant was ultimately charged with one count of misdemeanor possession of 
marijuana, and the district court granted his motion to dismiss. The precise issue before the 
court was whether the defendant had smoked medical marijuana in a public place. The court 
reasoned that irrespective of the vehicle’s location, the general public does not have the right to 
resort and gather inside the defendant’s vehicle. Thus, the private motor vehicle is not a 
“public place” under the MMA. The district court also denied the government’s motion to 
amend the complaint to add a count of improper transport of medical marijuana in a motor 
vehicle. The circuit court affirmed the district court’s decision. The Court of Appeals 
concluded that the immunity and defenses provided under the MMA do not apply to a person 
who smokes medical marijuana in his own car while parked in the parking lot of a private 
business. 

26. People v Heminger, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued November 20, 2014 (Docket No. 316959). 

Here, the defendant was convicted of manufacturing marijuana for growing nearly double the 
number of plants permitted under § 4. He asserted the § 8 defense and took exception to the 
trial court’s failure to read the pertinent instruction to the jury. The defendant also 
objected to several comments made by the prosecutor during closing arguments. The Court of 
Appeals reversed the conviction and remanded for a new trial because of the prosecutor’s 
misconduct rather than the defendant’s actual innocence. The prosecutor argued that a 
statutory affirmative defense should not be relied upon because the policy underlying it is, 
according to her, highly questionable, if not outright meaningless. The court noted that such 
misconduct called into doubt the integrity of the process. 

27. People v Barash, unpublished opinion per curiam of the Court of 
Appeals, issued February 11, 2016 (Docket No. 324545). 

In this case, the Court of Appeals held that the defendant failed to establish the first element of 
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the § 8 affirmative defense. Instead of presenting proof of an actual and ongoing physician-
patient relationship at the time that the written certification was issued, pursuant to People v 
Hartwick/Tuttle, 489 Mich 192, 231; 870 NW2d 37 (2015), the defendant responded 
affirmatively when asked whether the physician signed off for medical marijuana after a one-
time visit. He also failed to prove that the physician completed a full assessment of his medical 
history and current medical conditions. Finally, there was no evidence in the record regarding 
three of the defendant’s five patients. 

28. Kent County v City of Grand Rapids, unpublished opinion per 
curiam, issued January 8, 2015 (Docket No. 316422). 

Proposal 2 passed after a majority of those voting in the 2012 general election voted in favor of 
the amendment. The amendment decriminalized the possession, control, use, or gift of 
marijuana and prohibited authorities other than the City Attorney from referring cases to 
other law enforcement authorities for prosecution. The penalties provided under the 
amendment were civil infractions enforced by appearance tickets with a maximum fine of 
$100.00 and no incarceration. 

The Court of Appeals held that the charter amendment at issue was not preempted by state 
law and affirmed the circuit court’s grant of summary disposition in favor of the city. 
Notably, the plaintiff refused to argue that the entire field of marijuana regulation has been 
occupied by state law. The court noted that the charter amendment does not prohibit the 
affirmative defense allowed by the amendment. Hence, the city was allowed to create a 
parallel civil infraction involving the use of marijuana and create defenses to it. 

31. People v Mazur, 497 Mich 302; 872 NW2d 201 (2015). 
The defendant, who was neither a patient nor a caregiver, sought protection under § 4(i) and 
(g) of the MMA when she was prosecuted for her involvement in her husband’s medical 
marijuana operation. She maintained that her involvement was limited to providing her 
husband, a registered qualifying patient and registered primary caregiver, sticky notes for his 
plants. 

Because the defendant did not assist her husband with using or administering marijuana, as 
defined by McQueen, 493 Mich at 158, and because her husband’s operation was not in 
accordance with the MMA, § 4(i) did not apply. 

MCL 333.26424(g), however, offers protection for individuals who provide “a registered 
qualifying patient or registered primary caregiver with marijuana paraphernalia for purposes of 
a qualifying patient’s medical use of marihuana.” 

The MMA does not explicitly define the term “marihuana paraphernalia.” While the circuit 
court and the Court of Appeals, through use of the in pari materia doctrine, applied the 
Public Health Code’s definition, the Michigan Supreme Court found that definition to be 
specific to certain provisions of the Public Health Code and not the MMA. 

Instead, the Court found that “marihuana paraphernalia” are “items that are specifically 
designed for the medical use of marijuana as well as those items that are actually employed for 
medical use of marijuana.” Id. at 318-319. The Court adopted this broader definition to 
account for the term “medical use,” which includes transportation, internal possession, and 
cultivation. 

Accordingly, the Court found that the defendant providing her husband with sticky notes for 
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detailing harvest dates is protected under the scope of § 4(g). Both Justice Markman and 
Justice Zahra separately dissented indicating that “marihuana paraphernalia” should be 
limited to items specifically designed for the use or administration of marijuana. 

32. People v Lewis, unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeals, issued 
2/28/2017 (Docket No. 330107). 

The defendant worked at a medical marijuana dispensary. Undercover police officers visited 
the establishment to obtain marijuana. They filled out an application, but did not present 
medical marijuana cards. The defendant was charged with multiple counts of delivering 
marijuana. The district court dismissed the charges at the preliminary examination stating the 
defendant was immune from prosecution because the transactions constituted the “medical 
use” of marijuana under the MMA. The prosecutor appealed and the Court of Appeals 
reversed stating that McQueen applied retroactively to cases pending at the time of its release. 
The case was remanded back to district court. The district court bound defendant over to 
circuit court for trial with no additional evidence being presented. 

The defendant filed motions at the circuit court requesting that his bindover be quashed and 
that the charges against him be dismissed because the police had entrapped him, and he also 
moved to present a Section 8 defense. The circuit court found that the police entrapped the 
defendant by submitting false documents and dismissed the charges. At the prosecution’s 
request, the circuit court also ruled that there was probable cause to support the district court’s 
bindover and dismissed the request to present a Section 8 defense as moot. 

The prosecutor argued that the circuit court committed error requiring reversal by dismissing 
the charges based on entrapment. The Court of Appeals agreed. The Court of Appeals relied 
on the reasoning in People v Carruthers that stated the defendants in that case were not 
entrapped because their actions with the officer were not isolated incidents. They sold 
marijuana to other card-carrying customers. The Court of Appeals also ruled that the use of the 
fake identifications was not “forged.” Instead, it ruled that the use of false documents was 
simply “undercover police work.” The defendant argued that the application of McQueen to 
transactions occurring before its issuance was improper, but the Court of Appeals pointed out 
that it had already held that McQueen must be applied to the instant matter. 

The Court of Appeals also ruled that McQueen applied retroactively, so the defendant’s 
argument that he could not be bound over for trial because he believed his conduct to be lawful 
was rejected. 

The Court of Appeals found the motion to present a Section 8 defense premature and ruled that 
the circuit court could further address the issue on remand. 

33. People v Mendoza, unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeals, 
issued 1/19/2017 (Docket Nos. 328109, 328114). 

In October 2010, police officers obtained a search warrant to search Charity and Demian 
Mendoza’s home. Charity and Demian were husband and wife. Demian produced valid MMA 
registry cards showing he and Charity were both qualified patients and caregivers. Demian 
also produced valid patient cards for the patients he and Charity were caregivers for. The 
search resulted in the seizure of marijuana, several firearms, ecstasy pills, and other various 
items. 

In June 2011, the Mendozas filed motions challenging the search of the home and the charges 
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against them and requested an evidentiary hearing regarding whether they had immunity or a 
viable defense under the MMA. The court agreed to the hearing with regard to the MMA, but 
the hearing did not occur. In January 2012, the court issued an opinion and order rejecting 
immunity under § 4 and precluded them from using § 8 as a defense, stating that they 
possessed more marijuana than was allowed under the MMA, therefore, they were not entitled 
to the protections of the MMA. 

The Mendozas failed to appear for their trial, were eventually apprehended in Peru, and were 
returned to Michigan in 2014. In December 2014, they filed a motion for an evidentiary 
hearing to determine if they had a viable defense under § 8 due to clarifications to the law that 
occurred during their absence. The hearing was held in January 2015 and the trial court ruled 
that they did not have a viable defense under § 8. They proceeded to trial and were convicted. 

After trial, in December 2015, they moved for an evidentiary hearing and a new trial. They 
argued they were entitled to an evidentiary hearing to determine if they were immune from 
prosecution under § 4 with regard to People v Hartwick. The court denied their motion stating 
that although there had not been a § 4 hearing in 2012, there had been a § 8 hearing in 2015 
that determined that they possessed more marijuana than permitted under § 4. 

The Court of Appeals found that the defendants did not make a substantial preliminary 
showing that the warrant affidavit contained a false statement or material omission. Despite the 
fact that a Franks hearing was not conducted, the search warrant was valid and the results of 
that search were admissible at trial. The Court of Appeals also ruled that presentation of valid 
registry cards did not prove that the defendants were in compliance with the MMA. Therefore, 
the valid search warrant made the search of the house permissible 

The defendants asserted that the registry cards they possessed allowed them to have fifteen 
ounces of marijuana between the two of them. The Court of Appeals, however, did not agree. 
The Court stated that collective possession does not comport with the MMA and ruled that the 
total amount of marijuana found in the home was attributable to each defendant. Since the 
amount was more than allowed in § 4 of the MMA, they did not qualify for immunity. Their 
convictions were affirmed. 

34. People v Latz, ___ Mich App ___; ___ NW2d ___ (2016). 

The Court of Appeals held that a medical marijuana patient in compliance with the MMA 
cannot be charged with improper transport under MCL 750.474. 

35.  People v Iskandar Manuel, 331408, published opinion of the Court of 
Appeals, 04/18/2017 

The defendant was a registered patient and caregiver under the MMA. He was growing 
marijuana in his basement. There were two locked doors that needed to be passed through to 
get to the grow room, the first of which had two padlocks on it and the other had a single 
padlock. He had just purchased 12 clone plants and was in the process of moving them from 
his garage to the already-prepared pots in his grow operation when police arrived to search his 
residence. As such, the padlocks were unlocked and the keys were in them. The police 
confiscated 71 plants and marijuana that had been in tins drying for two or three days. Not all 
this marijuana had been added at the same time and the defendant planned to continue the 
drying process for an additional six or seven days. 

The police weighed the marijuana at their office and found a weight of 1195 grams. They did 
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not use the packaging, but did use a container when weighing the material and zeroed out the 
scale before weighing. Several weeks later, the crime lab found a weight of 1068 grams and 
did not weigh any packaging or container. The scale was calibrated before weighing. A few 
months later, an expert witness weighed the material and found 1169 grams. However, he 
weighed the packaging and did not calibrate the scale before taking the weight. The difference 
in weight was attributed to the loss of moisture as the product continued to dry after it was 
confiscated, according to the expert witness. 

The trial court found that the defendant complied with the volume limitations of § 4 because 
he was under the limit of plants allowed and because the marijuana in the tins was unusable 
because it was in “various stages of drying.” It also found that the defendant stored the 
marijuana in an enclosed, locked facility and that he was engaged in the medical use of 
marijuana. It concluded that the defendant was entitled to § 4 immunity and dismissed the 
charges. The prosecutor appealed that decision to the COA. 

The COA found that the evidence suggested that the marijuana was “drying” rather than 
“dried.” The expert witness testified that the weight difference was likely due to loss of 
moisture. The defendant testified that the marijuana was in various stages of drying and had 
only been in the drying process for two to three days. Therefore, the COA was not definitely 
and firmly convinced that the trial court made a mistake when it found that the marijuana was 
not usable under the MMA. 

The Court of Appeals also found that the marijuana was kept in a enclosed, locked facility and 
that even though the padlocks were unlocked and the keys were in them at the time of the 
search, the statute only requires that it be kept in an “enclosed area equipped with secured 
locks . . . .” And the defendant had testified that the doors were unlocked because he was 
moving the plants. The court found this was supported by the fact that the keyring found in the 
first door lock also contained the defendant’s house key and car key. 

Further, the court found that a vehicle fell within the definition of “enclosed, locked facility” 
and that the MMA allows for the transfer of marijuana from one place to another. It recognized 
that a small window must exist in which a patient or caregiver can unlock a facility and move 
marijuana to another enclosed, locked facility. Here, too, the court was not definitely and 
firmly convinced that the trial court had made a mistake in finding the defendant kept the 
marijuana in an enclosed, locked facility. 

Finally, the trial court found that the defendant possessed a valid registry ID and had stayed 
within the volume limitations of § 4(a); therefore, he was entitled to a presumption that he was 
engaged in the medical use of marijuana. It then becomes the prosecutor’s burden to rebut that 
presumption. The prosecutor argued that the purchase of the twelve clone plants from someone 
the defendant was not connected with under the MMA was enough to show that the defendant 
was not engaged in the medical use of marijuana. The court disagreed, stating that the MMA is 
silent as to how a qualifying patient or primary caregiver obtains plants for cultivation. Also, 
the MMA allows for the acquisition of marijuana. Therefore, acquiring plants within the 
statutory limits cannot rebut the presumption that the defendant was engaged in medical use. 

B. Federal Courts 

1. Nationwide Mutual Fire Ins. Co. v McDermott, unpublished opinion 
per curiam of the US District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan, 
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issued February 24, 2015 (Docket No. 14-1623). 
This case involves a dispute about whether McDermott’s Nationwide Homeowner Policy 
covered fire loss caused by the acts of a co-insured. Kasey McDermott’s then-husband, Brien 
Mathews, accidentally started a fire and burned down the home while manufacturing and 
smoking marijuana in the basement. Nationwide paid McDermott $160,209.50 for the loss. 
Nationwide later learned that Mathews’ marijuana operation was the cause of the fire and 
challenged its liability through a declaratory action filed in the district court. The district 
court’s findings were that the policy did not cover McDermott’s loss, and that Nationwide 
was entitled to subrogation 

On appeal, McDermott challenged the denial of her coverage because the insurance policy 
was in full force and effect and had been renewed annually since 2005. 

In 2010, Mathews became a licensed medical marijuana patient as well as a caregiver, 
working up to eight hours a day and spending upward of $20,000 to expand his growing 
operation to serve four patients, including himself. After Mathews began distributing, he 
became aware of a process known as “butane extraction.” 

On January 13, 2012, the day of the fire, Mathews was performing the butane extraction 
process when some of the not yet fully butane evaporated honey oil caught fire burning the 
house and all of McDermott and Mathews’ possessions down. McDermott stated that she 
knew Mathews was growing marijuana, but was unaware of the butane extractions or that 
butane was flammable. While McDermott’s Nationwide policy covered “accidental direct 
physical loss to [the] property,” specific losses such as those “occurring while the hazard 
[was] increased by a means within the control and knowledge of an insured” were not. 
McDermott had also been informed via a Michigan Amendatory Endorsement to her policy 
that she had “a duty to notify [Nationwide] as soon as possible of any changes which may 
affect the premium risk under th[e] policy” including “change . . . in the occupancy or use of 
the residence premises.” 

Because McDermott failed to notify Nationwide of the change in use of the residence that 
would affect the premium risk, namely the marijuana operation in the basement, McDermott 
was not entitled to recover under the terms of the policy, and Nationwide was entitled to 
subrogation. According to a Nationwide representative, had McDermott informed Nationwide 
of the change, coverage would have been denied because of the increased hazard being “an 
unacceptable risk.” 

C. Trial Courts and Anecdotal Evidence – Michigan and Elsewhere 
Our research uncovered several newsworthy – and some controversial –trial court decisions. 

1. Michigan parent jailed for using medical marijuana 
In a July 2011 case that rippled through national media airwaves, an Ingham County family 
court sentenced father Livingston Thompson, Jr., to jail for using medical marijuana in 
violation of the court’s order that he refrain from its use. (See City Pulse, “Cannabis or 
custody?” July 6, 2011.) During a hearing, Mr. Thompson’s attorney elicited testimony from the 
child’s caseworker that she could not point to any “unreasonable danger” the child had been 
placed in. 

Nonetheless, the trial court believed that Mr. Thompson procured his medical marijuana card 
through “fraud” and that he smoked only because he was “addicted” to it. The trial court 
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cited additional concerns stemming from incidents that occurred eight to ten years prior and 
one more recent incident in which an infant child of Mr. Thompson’s tested positive for 
marijuana after parenting time. 

The Court of Appeals denied an emergency interlocutory appeal, and the decision was not 
appealed further. 

2. Michigan probate judge sets therapeutic limit but allows use of 
medical marijuana 

A criminal defense attorney reported on a case in the Hillsdale County probate court that 
addressed the prohibition on a father in an abuse/neglect matter on using medical marijuana. 
After reviewing the positive tests out of a sample of the father’s last 25 tests, the trial court set 
a “therapeutic level” for the father of 50 ng/ml. The court also prohibited the father from 
driving at all, which would now be an interesting appellate issue, but because the father does not 
drive anyway, he did not dispute the ruling. 

3. Michigan CPS removes five-year-old from school after determining 
that the custodial father used medical marijuana 

A story posted on “The Midwest Cultivator” website tells the tale of a five-year-old child 
abruptly removed from a Muskegon school and placed in foster care by Child Protective 
Services solely because the child’s father, James Barber, was using medical marijuana. The 
father wrote that the court ordered the child returned after the initial hearing three days later 
after the only “evidence” presented by CPS was its own “suspicion” that the father was 
“overmedicating” with marijuana. Although the child was returned, the matter was set for 
trial. CPS required Mr. Barber to test for drug use. He stopped using marijuana but continued to 
use his prescribed hydrocodone, which the tests verified. According to Mr. Barber’s story, no 
concerns were launched regarding his use of hydrocodone, only marijuana. After enduring 
drug testing and parenting time classes and being ordered to therapy, the case was finally 
closed. “Muskegon County Child Protective Services removes five year old from school,” 
July 26, 2011. A news article from March 2012 located online suggests that Mr. Barber has 
retained an attorney to file a federal civil rights lawsuit against CPS. 

4. Baby Bree Green removed from home by Michigan CPS 
Baby Bree was eight months old and breastfeeding when her home was raided by the Auburn 
Hills Police. Despite that her parents were licensed caregivers in compliance with the MMA, 
they were charged with manufacturing marijuana. The mother’s ex-husband, who had a 
different child in common with Bree’s mother, reported the matter to CPS, who then 
petitioned the Ingham Circuit Court to remove Bree from the home. The referee ordered the 
removal, and Bree was relegated to supervised visits with her mother. The referee concluded 
that marijuana in the home is “inherently dangerous” to children. 

Charges were ultimately dropped against the Greens, and Bree was returned to her parents 
after a traumatic separation and media frenzy lasting over six weeks. 

5. California dispensary owner has children removed after an early- 
morning raid using helicopters and armed DEA agents 

The three young children of California father Ronnie Naulls and his wife spent five weeks in 
foster care after being abruptly removed by CPS during a DEA raid on the family home in 
2007. StoptheDrugWar.org, “Feature: Can Medical Marijuana Cost You Your Kid? In 
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California, It Can,” 11/2/2007. Both parents were charged with felony child endangerment. 
Mr. Naulls owned a dispensary that had been sanctioned by the state of California and said he 
had followed all rules and laws governing his business (the IRS disagreed). In an 
interview, Mr. Naulls commented as follows: 

I was numb, totally flabbergasted, outraged, and left speechless. They told my 
wife we were endangering the kids because of the medicine we had in the 
house, but we only had some in a refrigerator in the garage that has an alarmed 
door and my own medicine in a locked container in my office – the DEA broke 
that lock. Would they treat us that way if it had been prescription Xanax? 

While the children were ultimately returned to the home, Mrs. Naulls pleaded guilty to child 
endangerment charges. Ultimately, Mr. Naulls took a plea bargain on a tax-related charge 
that involved a $15,000 fine but also six additional months of house arrest (following three 
years of house arrest). 

D. Other developments

1. Courts hold that the newly enacted “improper transport” criminal
offense is improper

The Honorable Thomas P. Boyd granted a defendant’s motion to dismiss a charge that he 
was “improperly transporting” his medical marijuana. This new offense was enacted after the 
MMA and is not part of the MMA. The court held that Section 7 of the MMA supersedes the 
later enactment of the new offense of “improper transport,” and the enactment of the new 
offense by the legislature was an improper amendment of the MMA. 

A number of other courts have followed suit, although some courts have reached a contrary 
result. Cases around the state have raised the issue of a conflict between the MMA, MCL 
333.26422, and the improper transport statute, MCL 750.474. 

MCL 750.474 states that a person shall not transport or possess usable marijuana in a motor 
vehicle unless the marijuana is: (a) Enclosed in a case that is in the trunk of the vehicle; or 
(b) Enclosed in a case not readily accessible if the vehicle does not have a trunk.

Some courts have held that the MMA supersedes MCL 750.474 and that MCL 750.474 
violates Article IV, Section 25, of the Michigan Constitution. Courts have found that MCL 
750.474 was an unconstitutional attempt to modify or amend the MMA without re-enacting or 
re-publishing, violating the protections from prosecution afforded under the MMA, and that 
the MMA did indeed supersede MCL 750.474. 

The Court of Appeals decided this issue in People v Latz, but not on constitutional grounds. 

2. Ruling disallows AZ probation ban on medical pot use
A split ruling issued on July 25, 2014 by a three-judge state Court of Appeals panel in 
Tucson, Arizona, overturned a Cochise County Superior Court judge’s order prohibiting a 
probationer from using medical marijuana. The panel stated that judges cannot prohibit 
people on probation for drug cases from using medical marijuana. The majority ruling said 
that courts must adhere to the medical marijuana law’s provision that exempts use of medical 
marijuana for medical purposes from criminal laws. See article dated July 28, 2014 at 
http://ktar.com/22/1753905/Ruling-disallows-AZ-probation-ban-on-medical-pot-use. 

Michigan trial courts are inconsistent on this issue. The Court of Appeals addressed the issue in 
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an unpublished opinion in People v Magyari. 

3. Courts decline to extend bankruptcy laws to medical marijuana growers 
and dispensaries 

On August 21, 2015, a bankruptcy appellate panel of the 10th United States Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Denver, Colorado, unanimously denied Chapter 7 and Chapter 13 relief to 
licensed marijuana growers and distributors. The debtors sought bankruptcy protection after 
they lost a lawsuit against their tenants. The court recognized that the debtors were pursuing a 
business that the people of Colorado have declared to be legal and beneficial. 
Unfortunately, federal laws proscribed the activity at hand and subjected them to criminal 
sanction. Therefore, administering the debtors’ Chapter 7 estate would require a trustee to 
violate federal law by possessing and selling the marijuana assets or abandon them. See the 
full opinion at http://www.bap10.uscourts.gov/opinions/14/14-46.pdf. 

Likewise, on October 4, 2012, a bankruptcy court in California dismissed the Chapter 11 
petition of Mother Earth’s Alternative Healing Cooperative. The medical marijuana 
dispensary’s case burned out because the group violated the federal Controlled Substances 
Act. Accordingly, the proceeds of the business were subject to forfeiture, making any 
payments offered during the case illusory. Liquidation in Chapter 7 was deemed impossible 
because the court refused to require a trustee to engage in illegal activity. 

Medical marijuana growers and dispensaries still have options when federal and state 
marijuana laws conflict. Depending on the state, they may be avenues for relief in state 
receiverships or insolvency proceedings. Potential lenders to such businesses should be 
aware of this flux. 

V. A Look at the Treatment of Medical Marijuana and 
Custody/Parenting Time in Other States 

A. Dion v Whitehurst, unpublished opinion of the Court of Appeal of California, 
issued July 30, 2008 (Docket No. C052005) (affirmed on appeal). 

In this California custody and parenting time modification case, the father had alcohol and 
drug issues, but was also using medical marijuana under the state’s law. Like Michigan, 
California requires a showing of a change of circumstances before modifying a custody order 
(but not a parenting time order). After finding that the father had defied previous orders for 
reunification counseling and random drug testing, and noting several other serious parental 
shortcomings, the Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court’s order of sole legal and physical 
custody to the mother, with no parenting time to the father. Notably, the Court of Appeals 
held that the “resumption of visitation is within father’s control.” 

B. In re Marriage of Wieldraayer, unpublished opinion of the Washington Court of 
Appeals, issued December 22, 2008 (Docket No. 59429-0-I); 2008 Wash App 
LEXIS 2916. 

In this unpublished case out of the state of Washington, the father appealed the trial court’s 
institution of a graduated (and at the beginning, supervised) parenting time plan that was tied to 
the father’s ability to prove that he was not using medical marijuana, despite his legal use of it 
under state law. 
The Court of Appeals affirmed the trial court’s order. First, it reasoned that nothing in the 
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medical marijuana statute 

creates any new legally protected right or interests for the medical marijuana 
user in the area of family law. The dangers inherent in the use of marijuana do not 
turn on whether or not the use is sanctioned by the State. Merely because 
Cameron is entitled to use marijuana to improve his medical condition under 
RCW 69.51A.040(2) does not mean that such use is not detrimental to his 
young daughters. In the family law setting, the best interests of the child are of 
paramount importance. [Id. at *9-10.] 

The Court of Appeals seemed to especially take notice of certain facts and weigh those 
heavily in its analysis: 

Just because Cameron’s use of marijuana was legally prescribed does not mean 
that he is entitled as a matter of right to unsupervised visits with his children. 
Cameron had a history of using marijuana for its intoxicating effects long 
before he became a medical marijuana user. And while we can certainly 
envision circumstances under which the child of a medical marijuana user 
suffers no ill effects from the drug usage, such is not the case here. Evidence 
was presented at trial that Cameron allowed his elder daughter, age four, to 
sniff the glass while he was smoking marijuana. On another occasion, Cameron 
stated that he was picking up the children after smoking more marijuana. On yet 
another occasion, Cameron boasted that once he passed the UA drug test he 
could do whatever he wanted. And while Cameron categorically denied that he 
ever did or said those things, credibility determinations are for the trier of fact. 
The record shows that Cameron continued to use marijuana around his children 
even after he promised to quit. Given the children’s tender age, Cameron’s 
predilection to use marijuana for its intoxicating effects, and the other evidence 
presented, we cannot say that the trial court abused its discretion in requiring that 
Cameron’s visits with his children be supervised until certain conditions were 
met. [Id. at *10-12.] 

C. In re Alexis E, 171 Cal App 4th 438; 90 Cal Rptr 3d 44 (2009). 
In this “dependency” case (the mirror to a Michigan neglect and abuse case), the father, who 
had a history of domestic violence and pre-legal marijuana use, had his three children 
removed from his home after a child welfare agency found “emotional abuse.” California 
law permits a court to take jurisdiction over minor children 

if the child has suffered, or there is a substantial risk he or she will suffer, 
serious physical harm or illness because of the failure or inability of his or her 
parent to adequately supervise or protect the child, or the inability of the parent to 
provide regular care for the child due to the parent’s substance abuse. 

The mother and father provided the following competing accounts of his marijuana use: 

Mother opined that the health reasons that Father gives for using marijuana are 
“just an excuse” so he can smoke marijuana. Father stated he has a prescription for 
marijuana and he uses it in the morning and at night. He stated he uses about one 
marijuana cigarette in the morning and one at night. He uses it for pain 
management because he had surgery on his knee and he uses it for help with his 
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anxiety, and it “helps [him] function normally.” He also stated he uses it “so [he] 
can play with [the children].” Regarding pain management, he stated he became 
addicted to Vicodin, and other pain pills constipated him. He stated using 
marijuana has “no impact on [his] ability to function,” but he also stated he could 
not function without it. He stated he uses the marijuana in a different room from 
where the children are and the room where he smokes it is locked. Contrary to 
what Mother and one of the children told the social worker, Father stated he does 
not use marijuana when the children are in his home. [Id. at 443- 444.] 

The father’s treating psychiatrist testified that the father suffered from “major depression, 
recurrent and severe panic disorder, and agoraphobia.” Id. at 444. 

After a contested hearing, the trial court found, among many other things, that “the children 
‘have been exposed to a significant amount of trauma and stress’ in that they tried to 
convince Father to stop smoking marijuana because of their concerns for his health. The 
court further stated that when the minors are at Father’s home, he and his girlfriend stay in a 
bedroom and smoke, the smoke smells funny, and the children’s exposure to his smoking has 
been damaging to them.” Id. at 449. The trial court authorized removal of the children from 
the father’s home and ordered him to take drug rehabilitation programs and random drug 
testing. Id. at 449-450. 

Among the father’s contentions on appeal were that there was “insufficient evidence that his 
current medical use of marijuana presents a risk to the minors,” and that “the court’s decision 
undermines the protections afforded by California’s sanction of medical marijuana use, 
because it forces parents to either refrain from using marijuana in a medical context, which 
can be the most effective substance to treat their medical condition, or give up the possibility of 
reuniting with their children.” Id. at 450. 

With respect to the father’s claim that his use did not pose a risk to his children, the appellate 
court held as follows: 

The trial court could reasonably find that Father’s use of marijuana constituted a 
risk of harm to the minors because of Father’s failure to protect the minors from 
the marijuana smoke. While it is true that the mere use of marijuana by a parent 
will not support a finding of risk to minors, the risk to the minors here is not 
speculative. There is a risk to the children of the negative effects of 
secondhand marijuana smoke. [Id. at 452 (citations omitted).] 

The court further opined that the statute’s prohibition on the use of medical marijuana near 
schools and youth centers contemplates that second-hand smoke can have a negative effect on 
children. Id. at 452. The court observed as follows: 

We cannot fathom that the Legislature intended that negative effects on 
children from marijuana smoke would be unacceptable if it were being smoked 
outside the medical marijuana law, but acceptable if the person smoking the 
substance in their home were doing it legally. Or perhaps stated another way, 
even legal use of marijuana can be abuse if it presents a risk of harm to minors. 
[Id.] 

The court also weighed testimony against the father that he acted out toward the children 
when smoking marijuana and that smoking changed his demeanor in a negative way. Id. at 
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453. The court summarized its conclusion as follows: 

To summarize, we have no quarrel with Father’s assertion that his use of 
medical marijuana, without more, cannot support a jurisdiction finding that 
such use brings the minors within the jurisdiction of the dependency court, not 
any more than his use of the medications prescribed for him by his psychiatrist 
brings the children within the jurisdiction of the court. However, we have just set 
out the “more” that supports the court’s finding that his use of medical 
marijuana presents a risk of harm to the minors. Moreover, our analysis is not 
impacted by the fact that Father’s psychiatrist monitors his use of drugs. She 
does not monitor his use of medical marijuana and his behavior at home. [Id.] 

With respect to the ordered drug counseling, the court found that the father was not required to 
stop smoking marijuana but, rather, he needed counseling to address the manner in which he 
was using it. Id. at 454. In addition, the court made the following curious statements: 

 the amount of medical marijuana used can be monitored by drug testing; 
 the father had not recently attempted to manage his pain with prescription or over- 

the-counter medication; and 
 while the father claimed that he used marijuana in part to relieve his anxiety, “perhaps it 

is his use of marijuana that causes his anxiety, and the ‘severe panic disorder’ 
ascribed to him by his psychiatrist.” Id. 

D. In re Marriage of Parr, 240 P3d 509 (Col 2010). 
The opinion that seems to have captured most of the media traction across the nation as it 
pertains to the intersection of the use of medical marijuana and parenting time is In re 
Marriage of Parr, a 2010 decision of the Colorado Court of Appeals. While the case leaves 
many questions unanswered, it does provide a clear starting point for analysis when one 
parent’s medical marijuana use becomes an issue. 

In Parr, the father’s parenting time was governed by a parenting time plan that he and the 
mother had consented to. Id. at 510. The father suffered debilitating back and knee pain from a 
motorcycle accident, for which pain he used marijuana illegally. Id. The plan required him to 
subject himself to regular urinalysis testing and prohibited parenting time should he test 
positive for marijuana. Id. 

After agreeing to that plan, the father obtained approval to use medical marijuana and moved to 
waive the drug-testing provision of the parenting time plan. Id. Instead of waiving testing, the 
trial court further restricted the father’s parenting time and added a requirement to 
undergo hair-follicle testing. Id. at 511. The father appealed. 

The Colorado Court of Appeals first noted that under Colorado law, parenting time cannot be 
restricted unless a court finds “‘that the parenting time would endanger the child’s 
physical health or significantly impair the child’s emotional development.’” Id. at 511, 
quoting 14-10-129(1)(b)(I) CRS 2009. However, the court held, the trial court failed to make 
any finding at all that the father’s conduct met this standard. Stated the court, “[T]he record 

does not show that father’s use of medical marijuana represented a threat to the physical and 
emotional health and safety of the child, or otherwise suggested any risk of harm.” Id. at 
512. 

The court was clear to say that it was not rendering 
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an opinion as to whether medical marijuana use may constitute endangerment; 
rather, we conclude only that endangerment was not shown here. We also 
express no view on father’s constitutional right to use medical marijuana and 
whether the exercise of this right should bar UAs and drug screening. See Colo. 
Const. art. XVIII, § 14. Further, nothing in this opinion precludes father from 
arguing that his constitutional right to use medical marijuana should bar 
urinalysis testing, nor does this opinion preclude mother’s ability to request a 
hearing on her motion to restrict father’s parenting time. [Id. at 513.] 

In addition, while the opinion addresses what is sure to be a recurring threshold question in 
medical marijuana/parenting time cases, it specifically declined to speak to whether 
prohibiting a parent’s legal use of medical marijuana “is inconsistent with the best interest of 
the child standard.” Id. at 512. 

E. Questions Related to Child Custody and Child Welfare Issues 
The explosion of the production, use, and availability of medical marijuana has certainly 
brought the beliefs and attitudes about use of marijuana with or without state permission to the 
forefront. But out of this new territory has arisen many new questions and challenges for family 
law courts in cases where one parent’s allegation of substance use or abuse is solely related to 
medical marijuana. A sampling of these questions are as follows: 

 If a parent is a card-carrying marijuana patient, does this give the parent carte 
blanche to take their medication before or during their court ordered parenting 
time? 

 Because the doctor’s certification for marijuana contains no dosage, can the court 
rationally determine that a particular patient is over-medicating? 

 Can a court order a parent to not take his or her medication during parenting time 
– or at all? Can it attempt to regulate the amount of marijuana ingested by the 
parent? 

 Can a court order a parent to be drug-tested and, if so, in what way can the court use 
the results of those tests, particularly when we know that signs of past 
marijuana use can reasonably remain in one’s system for days or weeks? 

 Can a court remove children from the home of a parent who uses medical 
marijuana? 

 When one parent’s use of marijuana is undisputed, is that use sufficient to order 
supervised parenting time, or must the accusing parent also establish that 
unsupervised parenting time would endanger the children’s general health or 
welfare, physical or emotional? 

Not only do these questions have no clear answers, but as these issues arise with more and 
more frequency in domestic proceedings, it is evident that there is also a lack of consistency in 
thinking and approach. This inconsistent application of the law and divergent treatment of 
medical marijuana issues is further clouding already murky waters, and when it comes to 
custody and parenting time battles, the stakes are obviously high. So far, the trends could 
not necessarily be described as “marijuana friendly.” A recent law review article suggests 
that a “conduct-based standard” should be adopted “to ensure that people may use marijuana to 
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treat medical conditions in accordance with state law without fear of losing their children as a 
result.” Note and Comment: The high price of parenting high: medical marijuana and its 
effects on child custody matters, 33 U La Verne Law Review 357, 361 (May 2012). 

VI. Final Thoughts
Medical marijuana issues permeate every area of the law, and courts are at the center of this 
rapidly evolving landscape. Few statutes have caused such a flurry of legal activity, and this 
activity is not likely to subside any time soon. Stay tuned! 
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